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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE                                                                               
  

Boulder Internet Television Company Starts World-News Series 
 

Channel One Networks Provide a Weekly Video Segment Covering Local and International Headlines 
 
Channel 1 Networks LLC has started the first and only World News program produced locally called World 
News Channel One. According to CEO and Founder of Channel one Networks Jann Scott, “In Boulder 
Colorado among the many other internet television channels we offer, one of the most popular remains to be the 
World News Channel, where local and international news meets an edgy and comedic twist.” 
 
Channel One Networks has adopted the motto: We bring you Boulder, we bring you the world and according to 
the latest World News segment found on http://www.worldnewschannel1.com, the World News covers issues 
such as the recent G8 summit meeting regarding Global climate change initiatives and the soaring Chinese 
economy.  “Many viewers chime in and ask us to focus on things that they have been following and whenever it 
can fit into the World News Segment we make sure to talk about it. It’s a way for everyone to be involved in the 
production, they don’t just have to sit there and watch the news they can be part of it,” Said Scott. 
 
The World News Channel uses a comedic twist to cover the international and local events, targeting people in 
and around Boulder Colorado with city initiative updates and issues surrounding housing and university 
programs. Scott talks about the comedic aspect of World News Channel saying, “I’m not happy unless our 
viewers are laughing, and we write the news to do just that, to makes people laugh. Who says world news has to 
be boring? I love how our viewers can be informed about issues and not need to take an antidepressant 
afterwards.” 
 
About Channel One Networks: 
The Channel One Networks was founded by Jann Scott, a Boulder tech mogul with decades of experience in 
internet, television, print, video and radio news broadcasting. In 2005 his company created and soft launched 
The World Channels. He then created an entire satellite system of TV channels online. Channel One Networks 
is internet only television designed for the local community, however through national media partnerships, 
weekly shows are aired on traditional television. The staff is a mix of seasoned advertising media types and 
young hip designers. Channel One Networks relies on sound financial and production models that utilize the 
unique and upcoming social platform of internet television. For more information please visit, 
http://www.boulderchannel1.com  
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